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ABSTRACT

In this paper the performance of a DS/SSMA system with hard-limiting correlation receivers is analyzed over 

nonselective Rician fading channels with impulsive noise. More specifically, computation of the average bit-error 

probabilities of the DS/SSMA system has been accomplished in this paper by exact computation for short spreading 

sequences and by approximation for long spreading sequences.

요 약

이 논문에서는 충격성 잡음이 있는 비선택적 라이시안 페이딩 채널에서 牛호 상在 个신 시！;- 当二 DS/SSMA 게농의 성능 

을 분석하였디-. 이 계통의 평균 이진 오류 확률을 확산 수열이 짧을 때에는 정확한 게산으记, 확산 彳열이 길 때에는 근사적 

인 방明으로 얻었다.

I. Introd나ction

In several previous studies [e.g., 1-3], the per

formance of DS/SSMA communication systems has 

been investigated in a variety of circumstances 

under which we have, for example, Gaussian no

ise and fading channels.

In many practical coinjnunication problems, the 

니sual Gaussian noise assumption sometimes be

comes inadequate. For instance, the impulsive com

ponent of the interference in several communi

cation porblems has been found to be significant 

and thus may not be ignored in such cases. In [2] 

a hard-limiting correlation receiver is considered 

as an alternative to linear receiver for reception 

of transmitted signals, and the performance 

of a DS/SSMA system with linear correlation re

ceivers is analyzed in [3] when the champs 아low 

nonselective fading and impulsive noise charac

teristics.

In this paper, we will consider the multiple-ac^ 

cess model and use a DS/SSMA system which 

makes use of hard-limiting correlation receivers, 

as an extension of the studies considered in [1-3]. 

An expression to compute the exact bit-error pro

bability of the DS/SSMA system using hard-lim

iting correlation receivers in impulsive noise is 

derived to analyzed the performance of the sys

tem for short speading sequences over nonsele

ctive Rician fading channels. We will then obtain 

an appriximation to the bit-error probability for 
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long spreading sequences.

II. The system and channel model

Let us consider an asynchronous system which 

allows K users to share a common channel, for 

which the transmitted signal modulated by binary 

phase shift keying (BPSK) for the k th user is

而。)—Re{V2K ^(/)«k(^)exp(70fc)exp(y(o^)}.

(1)

In (1) Pk is the power of the k th transmitted sig

nal, a)c is the carrier frequency, and 成 is the ph

ase of the k th signal. The data signal bk(t) con

sists of rectangular pulses VT(t) of duration T 

which takes on values +1 and ~1 with equal pro

bability. That is,

t C VAt-mT), (2)

m= - x

where l瘠 e ( — 1, 4-1} is the m th data bit of the 

k th user, The code waveform ak(t) generated by 

a spreading sequence assigned to the k th signal 

is

a认t) = t 理 Vr (t-jTc), (3)
L - x

where Tc is the chip length and the sequence {砂'} 

is a periodic sequence with period N = T/T(- for 

each 次f e { —1, +1}. Here N is also the number 

of chips.

The received signal r(Z) at a given receiver 

over nonselective Rician fading channels with im

pulsive noise can be expressed as

r(t) = V >k(/-Tk) (4)

where, for IT<.t< (Z+1)T and k=l, 2,…，K,

ykU) =s比3) + J2/% bk(t)ak(t)Yk

cos((u7 + #尸 +0Q, (5)

n(t) represents the channel noise, and is the 

delay of the k the signal. The attenuation of the 

signal due to the fading is represented by 戸， 

and the phase shift due to the fading is denoted 

by f丿尸.Here, the attenuation parameter 7k is a non

negative number, the nonnegative random vari

able ，서？" satisfying the normalization constraint E 

{[.非']2} = 1 is assumed to have a Rayleigh distri

bution, and the phase shift 許 is assumed to be 

uniform over [0, 2n]. We assume that S = 0 and 

Tl =0.

The first-order probability density function (pdf) 

of the noise sample 们 is

扁 3) = (l-£)/v(x) (6)

where ee [0,1] and f\ and fi are the pdf of nom

inal and impulsive components, respectively. This 

model is called the E-mixture noise model [4]. 

The ratio of the variance of impulsive component 

to that of the nominal component, defined = 

a/ /(Ta , is usually assumed to be in the order be

tween 1 and 100 [4].

The test statistic Y\- in Figure 1 is

Y.V= E = Y sgn(z,), (7)

)-1) .，一 ()

\^diere sgn( •) denotes the signum function.

Assuming equally likely bit polarities, the average 

bit-error probability using the test statistic of (7) 

can be written as [2]

斤[y.、2이4"' = -1]

+ 土"Mum 이 W> = +1]. (8)

Our statistical assumptions on the multiple ac

cess interference are as follows. The variables b{k> 

=(砂;，h,外貝h — me尸，and 砂： 

k K, are mutually independent random variables
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Figure 1. The DS/SSMA hard-limiting correlation receiver

with 쟈:T] and 击〜〔「[0, 2兀丄 It is assumed 

that —Go<m<+cc, is a sequence of inde

pendent data bits for each k and that Pr(bmtk}= 

一1)=0(歸Q=+l) = l/2 for each k and m. We 

also assume that the above random variables are 

independent of the channel noise and of 力推⑴ for 

all m.

DI. Analysis of the DS/SSMA c이Fmunication 
system

3.1 Single user case
The noise samples can be expressed as

心=处(£) costs" dt, (9)
.1 e 

where the noise samples, %,们，are as

sumed to be independent and identically distribu

ted (i.i.d.) random variables with mean zero and 

variance M71/4.

Since sgn{x) G — 1, +1}, the test statistic Y\ 

is an odd integer assuming that N is odd. Because 

of the symmetry of the system, Pe for the hard- 

limiting correlator can be written as

下lW = = (io)

When K=1 (single-user), it is easy to see that the 

random variables (Y\ 4- .V) /2 is binomially distribu

ted under either bit condition. Therefore we have

SNR

Fig니re 2. Single-user error probability over nonselecti- 
ve Rician fading channels with the e-mixture 
noise, .V —31.
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Pe= V (/、) p心 (11)

/ - CV+|>/2 ' 丿 /

where p A Pr[i/； f 一 爲" 그 1] with

（1）=_쓰—_攵_ 
히' — 丁邙云' (12)

and

滞）=儿爲"0肅卩）. （13）

In Figure 2 we plot the single-user performance 

(11) for several channels when N = 31. It is seen 

that the performance over fading channels becomes 

worse as the effects of fading becomes larger. It 

is also shown that the average bit-error prob

ability decreases as the contribution of impulsive 

noise increases at the same SNR.

3.2 Multiuser case
From the symmetry of the system, it follows that 

the average bit-error probability for the receiver 

can be written as, using (8),

Pe = E\ V =2机一 11 허" = — 1M, T,仇』)}, 
m 1

(14)

where b= 히'”, b{-[, 九⑶, …, bV W, 厂= 

(T2, E,…，TA'), 0= (。2,肉，…，办)，们=(。藉，仇⑵， 

…，0",仇円)，and ,4=以也乱⑵，…，如妇)，

It is straightforward to see that the quantity 

(y\+iV)/2 has a multinomial distribution which 

is related to Bernoulli trials with variable proba

bilities. The probability of Yy m for odd ms be

tween 1 and N can thus be written as

N +■ Ml
까M = 허。= 一1, p「\=q〈N, -一-— ), (15)

where q{j, n) denotes the probability that n of 

Z()⑴，Zi⑴，…，z"； are +l's and satisfies [5] q(j, 

n) = pj-\q(j~V w~l) + (1 —~1, n) with 

pj denoting the probability that the j th input of 

나le accumulator is +1 : i.e., 力&/시二《尸 =+1 W

=一 1, for 7 = 0, 1, 1, where pt is used to

denote the collection of the random variables {b, 

T, 0,仇 A I.

Now the probabilities 们,丿=0, 1,…，丄V—l, can 

be written as [6]

0 = 衍[仿"+/"(/刀)一祖)그1|@], (16)

where the 丿th sample (p) of the interference 

is given as

/丁 (@) = 次? = 豈흐丄 田(丿, 

mk)a^mk(Tc ~ (17)

In (17), TjcAu-mfcl； , A [m/7；], Ek,i A

,,..4 I H(T) OMjMg,
mk) A \

~ I H(0) 凯k+lM丿YN-1, (18)

and

'海"A Un g=j (19)

where

H(m) = [cosOk + y^Wf'cosSF + 0k)"理". (20)

Starting from (16) we first calculate(?(•,•), 

which is then used to evaluate the exact value of 

the average bit-error probabilities of the hard-limi 

ting correlation receiver over fading channels with 

impulsive noise from (14) and (15).

Let 냐s consider the two user case employing 

the max-SNR auto optimal least sidelobe energy 

(AO-LSE) sequences chosen from [7, Figure A. 

1], In Figure 3 we plot the average bit-error pro

babilities obtained by simulation using (14) ver

sus SNR for several channels under the ass니mp- 

tion that the two users have the same power 

when N = 3L The effects of fading and impulsive 

noise on the performance are similar to those for 

the single user case. Figure 3 clearly shows the 

effects of adding a second user are more substan-
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Figure 3. Two-user error probability over nonselective 
Rician fading channels with the e-rmxtureno- 
ise, N=3L

tial for high SNR,

3.3 Binomial approximation
We can approximate the multinomial distribut

ion by binomial distribution for large values of N. 

In particular, let us approximate (14) as

Pe^E{ f ( N ) (21)

v^ere % is the “success” probability associated with 

the approximating binomial distribution. Thus vze 

have

g, = £ -洲N1(22)

N 丿=()

where

。3)=느¥ j： exp {…을} ", (24)

and

"宓若뽈心勺 四

As we can see from Table 1, which is obtained 

when K=2, £=0.01, v2 = 100t and SA〃?=8dB, the 

value obtained by the approximation (21) is closer 

to the exact value as the number of the chips be

comes larger or as the fading becomes less im

portant.

Using (6), (12), and (13), and noting that 沼 is a

Gaussian random variable, q【is given as

! _ r(l) r
+ 0「 IF _ I ], (23)

QL J幅专职J

Table 1. Binomial approximation to the average bit-er
ror probability when £ = 0.01, 100, SNR =

8.0dB, and K = 2.
N ，上=0.5 4 = 0.1 4 = 0.2

31
Pe 3.369e-5 4.399e-5 7.072e-5
瓦 5.000e-6 6.617e-6 1.091e-5

63
pp 1.967e-6 2.448e 6 3.701e-6

pe 4.655e-7 5.584e-7 8.043e-7

127
p? 2.309e-7 2.714e-7 3.690e-7

Pe 8.770e-8 1.002e-7 1.305e-7
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IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the performance 

of a DS/SSMA system with hard-limiting corre

lation receiver over fading channels with impul

sive noise.

We first considered the single-user performance 

of the hard-limiting correlation receiver. An ex

pression for the average bit-error probability was 

obtained.

The two-user performance of the hard-liming cor

relation receiver was then considered as a special 

case of multiuser performance. Based on an ex

pression for the average bit-error probability of 

the hard-limiting correlation receiver, we calcul

ated the average bit-error probability in various 

cases of fading, impulsive noise, and multiple-ac

cess interference.

The performance of the hard-limiting correlat

ion receiver was shown to be generally better 

when the noise is more impulsive. The effects of 

fading on the performance was shown to be more 

clear for multiuser case than for single-user case. 

Multiple-access interference was clearly shown to 

degrade the performance considerably.
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